
Theorem.  If P ≠ NP, there is no polynomial-time approximation algorithm with ratio bound B ≥ 1 for the

general TSP problem (i.e., TSP problem without restrictions like triangle inequality).

Proof by contradiction:  Assume that we have a polynomial-time approximation algorithm A with ratio bound B

≥ 1 that solves the general TSP problem.

We will show that if such an algorithm A exists, then P = NP by developing a poly-time algorithm for the

NP-complete Hamiltonian cycle problem (Hamiltonian cycle problem:  Given a graph G, does it contain a tour?).

poly.-time
poly.-time

transformation
transformation

Algorithm A

Algorithm for Hamiltonian Cycle Problem

"yes"

"no"

G = (V, E)
G' = (V, E')

TSP Approx.

      answer

Approx.

tour

Hamiltonian graph G = (V, E) to TSP graph G’ = (V, E’) transformation:

E’ = { (u, v) | u, v ∈ V and u ≠ v }

Assign integer edge weights as follows:

1 if (u, v) c E

B & V + 1 if (u, v) " E{w(u, v) = 

a)  If a Hamiltonian cycle H existed in G, then what would be the length of the optimal tour in G’?

b)  If a Hamiltonian cycle H existed in G and we run algorithm A on G’ to find the approximately optimal tour

T.  What is the relationship between the cost of T and B*(the optimal tour of G’)?

B*(the optimal tour of G’)cost of T

B*|V |cost of T

c)  How many edges with weights of the B*|V | + 1 edges of G’ could we have used in the approximately optimal

tour T found by running algorithm A on G’?

d)  How would we transform the answer of algorithm A on G’(e.g., approximately optimal tour T) into the

answer to the for the decision problem: “Does a Hamiltonian cycle existed in G?” ?
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Approximation Algorithm for the Bin-Packing Problem (subsection 9.5.2)

Bin-Packing Problem:

Given n items with sizes s1, s2, ..., sn, where 0 < si ≤ 1.

How do we pack these items into bins with capacities of 1 to minimize the number of bins used?

The Bin-Packing problem has been shown to be NP-hard.  

1. A simple approximation algorithm is the nonincreasing first fit algorithm:

� sort the items into nonincreasing order (descending order)

� place the next item into the first bin in which it fits.  If it does not fit in a bin, a new bin is started.

a) Run the nonincreasing first fit algorithm on the items of sizes:  0.85, 0.5, 0.4, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.2, 0.1

b)  Lemma 9.1:  Let opt be the optimal number of bins for a given instance of the Bin-Packing problem.  Any

item that is placed by the nonincreasing first fit algorithm in an extra bin not needed by opt has a size at most

equal to 1/3.  

Proof by contradiction:  Let i be the index of the first item placed in bin opt+1.  Assume that si > 1/3.  

c) What must be true of the sizes of s1, s2, ..., si-1?

d)  What is the maximum number of items from s1, s2, ..., si which can fit into a bin?

e)  “Subclaim”:  At least one of the opt bins contains only one item from s1, s2, ..., si-1.  If all opt bins contained 2

items, where would si go in the optimal Bin-Packing solution using only opt bins?

f)  “Subclaim”:  Some bin in the opt bins contains at least two items from s1, s2, ..., si-1.  If all of the opt bins

contained only one item from s1, s2, ..., si-1, why would the nonincreasing first fit algorithm place si in the opt+1

bin?

g)  “Subclaim”:  There is some 0 < j < opt for which the first j bins contains only one item and each of the

remaining bins opt-j bins contain two items each.  A total of 2(opt-j) items.  If that’s not the case, then there

would be a bin Bk containing two items and a bin Bm containing one item where k < m.   

s s s s s

s

s s1 2 3 j j+1 i

k   m  
B B

x  

y  . . . . . . . . .

What’s the relative size of sj+1 and sy?                                       What’s the relative size of sx and si?

What’s the relative size of (sj+1 + sx) and (sy + si)?           

Why didn’t the nonincreasing first fit algorithm place si in Bm?

h)  What can we conclude about the number of items in the bins Bj+1 to Bopt?

Consider the optimal placement of the items s1, s2, ..., si in opt bins.  Items s1, s2, ..., sj could not fit with an of the

items sj+1, sj+2, ..., si before, so they cannot in the optimal solution.  The remaining opt-j bins could only hold two

items each from sj+1, sj+2, ..., si.  One item does not fit in the opt bins.  This is a contradiction.

Thus, we conclude that our assumption that si > 1/3 is false, so si ≤ 1/3.
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2.  Lemma 9.2:  Let opt be the optimal number of bins for a given instance of the Bin-Packing problem.  The

number of items placed by the nonincreasing first fit algorithm in extra bins is at most opt -1.

Proof:  

a) Because all the items fit in the opt bins, what is the relationship between the following?

       opt
n

i=1
� s i

(Proof by contradiction)  Assume that the nonincreasing first fit algorithm puts opt items in extra bins.  Let z1, z2,

z3, ... , zopt be the sizes of the items placed in the extra bins.  Let toti be the total size of items placed in bin Bi.  

1  

1  

  3  

  3  

  2  

  2  

B B BB
. . .

tot tot tot tot
1 2  3  opt

opt

opt
z z z z

opt items placed in extra bins

b)  Since none of the z1, z2, z3, ... , zopt fit in the first opt bins, what must be the relationship between:

(toti + zi)        1

c)  Complete the following                        (toti + zi)                          opt
n

i=1
� s i

opt

i=1
�

d)  How does this jive with part 2 (a)?

3.  Theorem 9.8:  Let opt be the optimal number of bins for a given instance of the Bin-Packing problem and let

approx be the number of bins used by the nonincreasing first fit algorithm.  Then

approx ≤ 1.5 × opt

a)  By Lemma 9.1 and 9.2, the nonincreasing first-fit algorithm puts at most opt-1 items of size at most 1/3 each

in extra bins.  What would be the most number of extra bins needed?  (Use the floor/ceiling functions initially,

but eliminate these by rounding up to get the upper bound)

b) Using (a), complete the inequality:  approx ≤  opt + 

c) Rewrite (b) as a ratio:

≤
approx

opt

d)  What value of opt maximizes this ratio?                    

      What would the first fit algorithm do for this opt value?

e)  What is the ratio for the next value of opt?
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